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Gold Sponsors NPrinting 
NPrinting is the most advanced report generation, distribution and scheduling 
application for QlikView on the market. It lets you quickly create and modify reports, 
generate and filter them based on updated data and distribute them to whom and 
when you need to. Get the right information to the right people at the right time. 
 

Rapid Miner 

RapidMiner spans industries to solve the challenges facing today’s data-enabled 
businesses. Predict future outcomes and determine what will happen next to pro-
actively optimize your businesses performance. 
RapidMiner, the leader in Predictive Analytics, delivers an easy-to-use desktop-to-
cloud solution designed for the collaboration team of data scientists and business 
leaders. RapidMiner empowers this collaborative team to execute on smarter 
business decisions by using predictive intelligence and predictions — prediction-
based actions — to improve operations across the organization. 
 

Qlik 

Qlik simplifies the way people use data by making it a natural part of how they make 
decisions. We help people to do more than just report findings; we help them to 
change their worlds, in ways both small and large, through understanding and sharing 
data more naturally and effectively to create value. Our mission, “Simplifying decisions 
for everyone, everywhere,” is about harnessing the real potential of data – big and 
small - and unleashing its power to change the world. 
 

Brandworkz 

Brandworkz is a cloud-based platform used by marketers and brand managers to 
centralise marketing management processes, reduce costs and improve productivity. 
It is used by Red Bull Racing, Jones Lang LaSalle, Pfizer and Cambridge University to 
automate the creation and delivery of marketing materials across channels whilst also 
ensuring compliance to a company’s brand positioning. Brandworkz enables users to 
share marketing assets, manage campaigns, collaborate globally and improve sales 
or partner enablement. 
 

 

 

Cont’d 

 

http://www.vizubi.com/nprinting/qlikview-reports/?utm_source=utm_source=ometis.co.uk&utm_medium=utm_medium=partnersite&utm_term=utm_term=report+generation&utm_campaign=utm_campaign=Inbound+Marketing
http://www.vizubi.com/nprinting/?utm_source=utm_source=ometis.co.uk&utm_medium=utm_medium=partnersite&utm_term=utm_term=report+generation&utm_campaign=utm_campaign=Inbound+Marketing


  
 

GeoQlik 

GeoQlik is an intuitive and powerful professional GIS component for QlikView BI tool. 
GeoQlik enables you to easily “geo-analyze” your business data and indicators on 
dynamic maps integrated at the heart of your QlikView documents. GeoQlik is the 
most complete geo-analytics extension for QlikView, providing a wide range of 
advanced GIS features seamlessly integrated into QlikView documents. GeoQlik 
makes geo-decisional within the reach of every organization, giving meaning to their 
data and providing them with persuasive and valuable information displayed on a 
map. With over 100 reseller partners worldwide, GeoQlik meets exponential success 
on all continents, thanks to its constantly expanding features.  
 

Magic 

"Magic Software provides a productive environment for streamlined development and 
deployment, and effective integration of core business applications.  This supports 
scalable deployment on multiple channels, including on-premise, Web (HTML5), rich 
Internet, mobile, and SaaS.  Using a fresh metadata-driven approach and forward-
looking expertise, we deliver products and services that can be deployed with minimal 
effort, while making the best use of existing assets." 
 
Lavastorm 
The Lavastorm Analytics Platform and its Lavastorm Analytics Engine transform how 
companies tackle data challenges to achieve breakthrough business results. The 
company’s agile data management and analytic software gives analysts new powers 
to harness data in an era of exploding complexity, to discover new insights and to 
continuously improve business results. 

http://www.geoqlik.com/en/partners/our-partners.html

